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GLOSSARY

WORD OR
ACRONYM DEFINITION

AF Air Force of the United States (US)

AFWAL Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
ATF Advanced Tactical Fighter

CIG Computer Image Generator (or Generation)
CRT Cathode Ray Tube

DBS Doppler Beam Sharpened
DFAD Digital Feature Analysis Data
DLMS Digital Landmass System
DVA Defense Mapping Agency
DOD Department of Defense
DRLMS Digital Radar Landmass Simulation
DTED Digital Terrain Elevation Data

ECM Electronic Countermeasure
ECCM Electronic Counter Countermeasure
EO Electro-Optics
EVS Electro-Optics and Visual Transformation Program
EW Electronic Warfare

FEBA Forward Edge of Battle Area
FLIR Forward Looking IR
FOV Field of View

GM Ground Mapping

GMT Ground Moving Target

HFOV Horizontal FOV

IC Integrated Circuit
IR Infrared

LLLTV Low Light Level Television (TV)
LOD Level of Detail

MB Megabytes (1 byte - 8 bits)

MSI Medium Scale IC

n mi Nautical Mile

OA Object Avoidance

PAVE PILLAR AF Avionics Development Program

RFP Request for Proposals

SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
- sq Square (e.g. sq n mi)

SSI Small Scale IC
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

WORD OR
ACRONYM DEFINITION

TA Terrain Avoidance
TF Terrain Following

VFOV Vertical FOV
VHSIC Very High Speed IC Program of DOD
VLSI Very Large Scale IC

2D Two Dimensional
3D Three Dimensional
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* 1. Requirements and Problems

Flight simulators are most often used to train pilots to fly a variety of

* military or commnercial aircraft under various conditions. Another application of

* flight simulators is to use them to evaluate new avionics subsystems and systems.

This latter application is the focus of this report, and the main interest of its

sponsoring Air Force (AF) laboratory, the Avionics Laboratory of the Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) in the Air Force Systems Commnand at the

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

In this report we will evaluate the cost and performance of real time visual

and sensor simulation systems; the key components of a flight simulator. The

sensors to be simulated are infrared (IR), radar, and low light level TV (LLLTV).

The missions to be simulated are the air to ground attack missions of the AF PAVE

PILLAR program. The cost of the visual or sensor simulation system is composed of

two parts; the data base, and the visual or sensor simulation hardware which

processes the data base in real time to drive out-the-window visual displays or in

cockpit sensor displays.

1.1 Defense Mapping Agency Data Bases

Simulation data bases fall into two categories; (1) imaginary generic dataI bases (e.g. urban, agricultral, desert,...) unrelated to a particular real

Pk geographic area, and (2) a data base representative of a real geographic area. The

AF requirement we investigate in this report is for category (2). The requirement,

more specifically, is to be able to use the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) digital

data bases as the source data from which visual or sensor simulation data bases will

be built of a specific real geographic area.

jI



I - The various digital DMA data bases are shown in Figure 1-1 along with the

requirements that they satisfy. The data bases which satisfy the visual and sensor

* simulation requirements are the Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) and the

Digital Feature Analysis Data (OFAD). These two data bases comprise the Digital

Landmass System (DLMS). The OTED is sunmmarized in Figure 1-2, and contains a grid

of elevation values. The OFAD is summnarized in Figure 1-3, and contains the natural

or man-made surface cover or culture.

1.2 Specific Avionics Laboratory Requirements and Problems

In addition to the requirement to use DMA data the Avionics Laboratory of ANWAL

would like the sensor simulations (e.g., FLIR) to provide three levels of

simulation. These are listed in Figure 1-4, and go beyond the usual simulation

* requirement that the sensor displays look real to a human pilot. The third level

requirement, and the most demanding one, is that the digital simulated FUiR video

look Oreal" to a target screening algorithm which processes the FUR video to

produce a symbolic display of targets. For example, if the screening algorithm is

designed to threshold or perform edge detection on the real FUR video then the

values of the simulated FLUR video must be in the right range to be consistent with

the threshold or edge detection parameters of the screening algorithm.

The third requirement of Figure 1-4 shows that the size of the gaming area is

* large enough to require real time memory management for dynamic update of the on-

line data base from the off-line data base on disk. Without dynamic update the

whole digital data base of a computer image generator (CIG) would have to be stored

in the central memory of the CIG, and this would limit the information density of

* the data base.

1-2
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The problems encountered in trying to satisfy these simulation requirements are

* summarized in Figure 1-5. Problems like 1.2, 2, 3.1, and 3.2 are standard

simulation problems. Problem 1.3 is beginning recently to be addressed by sensor

simulation system designers. We elaborate on problem 1.1 in section 1.6.

1.3 Mission Scenarios

The three PAVE PILLAR mission scenarios are summarized in Figure 1-6, along

with the general requirements that they have in common. The details of the mission

characteristics and simulation requirements are then compared for the three missions

- in Figure 1-7 A and B.

The main demanding features of these missions are that they are air to ground

missions, they involve low flight, and they can involve threats. The conditions can

also involve night flight during adverse weather, which is very demanding for the

pilot, but less demanding for the simulation system than day flight during clear

long visibility weather.

As flight gets lower the requirements of high information density (e.g.

* polygons/sq n mi) becomes increasingly important if realism is to be maintained.

However, low flight capability need not be a uniform requirement over the whole

a gaming area. In Figure 1-8 we show the gaming area decomposed into five data bases

areas. The flable in Figure 1-8 summarizes the current known AF values of theI anticipated lowest altitudes over these data base areas.- The cost of building a

realistic data base is heavily dependent on knowing which data base areas require

high information density and which do not.

1-7
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1.4 uIplication of Using Digital DMA Data Base

We have sumarized the AF requirements to maximize the use of DMA digital data

bases, and the associated problems of registration and correlation of the visual and

sensor data bases. The only simulation systems which can meet these requirements

* and solve these problems are digital systems. Video disk or digital frame store

systems can not easily input a DMA digital data base, and flying spot scanner

systems have a similar limitation. The terrain board approach could be consistent

with a moderate size gaming area using the DMA data base, but terrain boards are not

* usually made for the size gaming areas that the AF requires. A summnary of existing

5, terrain boards are shown in Figure 1-9, where the largest gaming area is 48 x 48 sq

mi. The laser scanner is a new approach which eliminates a major recurring cost

problem with past terrain boards; the large bank of hot lights illuminating the

terrain board for the moving TV probe.

Due to the above considerations the remainder of the report focuses on digital

simulation systems or computer image generation (CIG).

1.5 Problems in Modeling or Measuring Simulation System Performance

There are two standard approaches to modeling 'he performance of computer

systems; analysis and simulation. In both cases the timing data of hardware

* subsystems, and the method and configuration for connecting subsystems is required.

I..'IThe analysis approach results in the development of parametric performance

I... equations. The simulation approach produces timing data from the execution of

, 4 simulation programs, and this timing 
data varies as the system parameters 

are

~~ varied. Both approaches could assumie that the computer either has a general

workload composed of an average mix of instructions, or a specific workload due toI 1-13
4i
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the execution of particular software (e.g. graphics software). For a general

purpose computer under a general workload the performance is measured in millions of

* instructions per second (MIPS). For the execution of graphics software the

performance could be measured in the number of polygons per second that are

processed. The difficulty we had in developing performance models of visual or

sensor simulation systems is that the hardware timing data and configurations f or

mapping graphics algorithms into hardware is proprietary. Our performance results

* therefore rely on polygon per second data that the vendors supplied.

An alternative to modeling performance is to measure performance using a

* standard data base as input data and a standard set of eye positions and attitudes.

One can then measure and compare the execution speeds of the benchmark data base,

and also apply metrics to quantify the measurement of the quality of the input and

output. The difficulty we had with this approach is that we did not have access to

the simulation systems to either execute benchmarks or compare similar outputs and

data bases.

In Appendix A we show examples of a more detailed survey the AF might wish to

perform to obtain the data required for a more detailed performance analysis. In

* the next section we develop some quantitative metrics that could be applied to

* measure data base quality and image output quality if access to this information was

available.

1.6 A Quantitative Approach to Measuring Simulation Realism

If a simulation data base represents a real geographic region then a natural

question to ask is how close does the simulation approach reality? We propose that

quantitative methods to answer this question can be developed using techniques from

1-15



image processing. These methods would then allow an absolute performance rating and

comparison between visual and sensor simulation displays and the real corresponding

displays recorded using the same flight trajectory over the same geographic region

under the same conditions (time of day and year, weather,....). Currently, the

analysis of the performance of CIG systems has more questions than answers, and

performance is discussed in relative and not absolute terms.

Some of the leaders in the field of Computer Image Generation (edited by

Schachter, 1983) have recently presented a detailed review of the CIG field. In

section 3.10 Schachter discusses the problems in comparing the performance of the

different CIG systems, and his conclusions are reproduced below:

"nm all current CIG systems, terrain, culture, and 3-D objects are built

from planar faces. Each face has an associated list of attributes, such

as color and possibly texture or curved-surface shading. For day scenes,

the capacity of a CIG device is generally measured in terms of the number

of potentially visible edges that it can process during a frame's time.

The processing capacities claimed by manufacturers do not always

correspond to the realities of their systems' performance, but more often

correspond to whatever their competitors are claiming. The basic problem

of how to compare the performance of different systems has not yet been

adequately addressed and would be a good research topic."

We agree with his conclusions on the difficulty of this problem and try to offer

some solutions.

1-16
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.5' Some of the image processing methods to be explored are shown in Figure 1-10.

In image subtraction if we sum the absolute values of the difference of

corresponding pixels we obtain an absolute measure of the difference of the two

images. The edge image gives a measure of the size of objects or features in the

real and simulated data base. To obtair, this size we must measure the length of an

edge in pixels of the 2D image, and then use the correspondence between those pixels

* and so many ft in the 3D data base. Decomposing the image into homogeneous regions

measures the number of discrete surfaces (e.g. polygons) in the image. Each of

these methods permits a quantitative comparison among different simulation system

outputs, as well as between simulation and reality.

A simple first step to start these quantitative comparisons between real and

simulated images is to pick a single position and attitude. As an example we

* suggest a position centered over the gaming area with the viewer looking straight

down from an altitude of 5,000 ft. Each screen pixel is approximately equivalent to

a fixed number of ft. All the comparisons of Figure 1-10 could be performed. In

addition, for the edge image a histogram of the number of edges N(E) which have a 3D

* length L could be formed, and statistics like mean and standard deviation computed

for the real and simulated images. This last comparison would be very informative

since many CIG systems rate themselves in terms of the number of displayable edges.

* A comparison of the number of homogeneous regions would also be informative for

those CIG systems which rate themselves in terms of the number of displayable

* polygons (assuming texture and smooth shading were turned off).
0'

This approach could also be used by an agency like the AF to specify a data

base requirement in a request for proposals (RFP). The AF could make a mosaic image

of the data base using aerial photographs taken at the same altitude. The bidders

to the RFP, and the eventual winner during the data base accpetance test, could
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produce a similar mosaic taken from photographs of their digital data bases using

the same altitude and attitude. The AF images and the vendors images could then be

compared visually as well as automatically with the use of the above image

* processing techniques.
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2. Summary of Current Technology's Solutions of Problems

-The components of visual and sensor simulation systems are shown in Figure 2-1.

'- In Figure 2-2 we present the options of visual simulation system components in more

detail. We now discuss current simulation system's technology and how it addresses

simulation problems. Following this discussion we present what we feel are the near

term (1985-1987) trends in developing improved problem solutions.

Current visual and sensor simulation technology is a mixture of older analog

technology with newer digital technology. The fact that the newer digital CIG

technology is having such a difficult time replacing the older analog terrain model

boards is an indication of the limitations that current CIG technology has in

solving simulation problems. Another indication of the viability of terrain model

• 7 boards is the large investment certain simulation companies like Singer-Link have

made in upgrading the TV probe plus large hot grid of lights illuminating the board

with a cooler laser scanner and grid of photo diodes.

We feel the desirable long term trend is to build digital data bases using DMA
.4

source data of real geographic regions, and have CIG systems use these data bases to

produce real time displays. The most encouraging fact which supports this trend is

. that computer hardware is getting smaller, denser, faster, and cheaper. This is

corroborated by recent successes in the commercial semiconductor industry, such as

the development of 32 bit microprocessors (the HP-9000 multiprocessor computer) and

256 K bit memory chips (Fujitsu) using very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit

technology. The Department of Defense (DOD) Very High Speed Integrated Circuit

(VHSIC) program is also beginning to have its initial successes.
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7,.' The current state of CIG technology is still using mainly small and medium

vs scale integrated (SSI and MSI) circuits. Consequently, the systems covered in this

report are still large, slower, and quite expensive. We look forward to the next

generation of CIG systems which will be using VLSI/VHSIC technology, and system

designs consistent with using a small number of unique VSLI chips in a highly

- parallel computer architecture.

Another serious problem of current visual and sensor simulation systems is that

they are built with special purpose hardware which is not programmable. As

algorithms and software improve, new hardware must be designed and implemented,

resulting in very costly upgrades.

The last serious problem is trying to automate the building of large realistic

digital data bases so that the data base costs can decrease. These problems are

addressed in Figure 2-3 along with some near term (1985-1987) solutions. An aspect

of the current data base problem is that most simulation system vendors have to

build their own data bases. This is caused by the different data structures these

systems use to process the real time data. Eventually, the government may be able

to supply the data base which is used by all systems. In the near term we are

beginning to see some vendors who Just produce data bases targeted at different

simulation hardware. In Figure 2-4 we s'unuuarize the vendor combinations covered in

this report.

-e,
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3. Cost and Performance Details of Simulation Systems

The two main costs of visual and sensor simulation systems are the cost of the

real time hardware, and the cost of building the simulation data bases which are

used by the real time hardware. It is quite easy to determine these casts. The

* difficulty is specifying and measuring the quality of the data bases and real time

hardware so that their quality and performance can be compared with their costs.

We analyzed the problem of specifying and measuring the quality of data bases,

U. and specifying and measuring the performance and quality of the real time hardware.

This analysis resulted in a detailed survey that is shown in the appendix. We were

unable to successfully perform this detailed survey due to lack of access to the

vendor's data bases and outputs. In this section we present the data that we were

able to obtain from the vendors, and the analysis that generated the more detailed

survey.

3.1 Visual, IR, and LLLTV Computer Image Generation (CIG) Systems

The different types of visual simulation systems are summarized in Figure 2-2.

We now discuss them in detail. Each CIG system uses a different computer graphics

algorithm and graphics data structures to produce their images. One approach to

measuring their performance would be to define a benchmark data base which they

* could all process, and a common display resolution. If the systems could be run in

a non real time mode then they could all process this data base from the same

sequence of test positions and attitudes. The run times could then be compared, as

well as the quality of images they produce. These images could be viewed and

~ - compared singly, or as a dynamic sequence played back in real time.
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An alternate approach is to develop quantitative measures of the complexity of

* their data bases, the complexity and quality of the images and displays which they

produce in real time, and the allowable trajectories and rates of motion through the

data base in real time. The CIG data base and real time performance can then be

* measured and compared in terms of these complexities.

If two CIG systems can process the same data base and produce the same quality

* and complexity of real time images then we will rate them equal in performance. It

* may be true that the computational performance of one system is 1,200 million

floating point operations per second (MFLOPS), and the other is only 800 MFLOPS.

However, if they produce the same quality real time images because the former system

uses a less efficient algorithm then the latter, we will then rate them equal in CIG

performance, but rate the latter system superior due to its expected simpler

hardware and lower cost.

The baseline CIG performance specifications for use in the survey and system

comparisons is shown in Figure 3-1. These parameters are those selected to m.eet the

Avionics Laboratory needs.

In Figure 3-2 we present the visual and sensor simulation data structures that

are used to build real time data bases. The dominant modeling techniques are linear

(line segments, polygons), however, companies like GE now do offer nonlinear (e.g.

circular, ellipsoidal) features. Each vendor has his own terminology for clusters

* of primitives, and the results of our survey will show how their terms are equated.
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In Figures 3-3 A, B, C we develop a hierarchy of quantitative and qualitative

measures of the performance of real time CIG systems. This hierarchy of measures

was used to develop our survey questions. The concept of real time memory

management presented in Figure 3-38 is expanded in Figures 3-4A and 3-4B, which are

similar to paged and segmented memory management systems of general purpose

computers.

The load management concept of Figure 3-3A is expanded in Figure 3-5 where the

* level of detail (LOD) technique is used. The use of LOD is one of a series of

guidelines that must be followed in building a real time adta base, and these

guidelines are presented in Figure 3-6.

For most CIG systems, even though clever load management strategies are

employed, the possibility of system overload exists. A set of tests are developed

in Figure 3-7 to detect overload and aliasing problems, and three of the causes of

overload are noted.

In Figure 3-8 we show an attempt of the strategy presented in section 1.6 of

this report, where image processing techniques would be used to measure data base

quality and CIG performance.

The actual data that we obtained from the vendors contained much less detail

than the preceding analysis. The vendors included in our survey are listed in

Figure 3-9, and the results of our survey are shown in Figure 3-10. Data presented

here were gathered from visits to manufacturers, discussions with technical

representatives, and published technical data. Figure 3-10 presents in tabular

form, performance achieved by each graphics system, along with an indication of how

the data were gathered.
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Below is a brief description of the performance parameters covered. Parameters

selected were chosen not to establish an exhuastive characterization of system

* performance, but rather to provide an overview and to establish a basis for

* comparing different systems.

Visible Edges or Polygons, and Light Points - The fundamental measure of CIG

throughput is the number of visual details that may be uniquely computed and

* displayed each image update frame. Graphics systems employ different measures,

depending upon the image generation algorithm used. The most commionly based metric

is "edges", where an edge is defined as a visible transition between surfaces.

Another metric is the "polygon", which is defined as a visible planar face, defined

by a set of vertices. It is sometimes difficult to strictly define ratios between

* edges and ploygons, because comparisons depend upon the particular algorithm used,

and restrictions that may apply to one system might not apply to another. However,

* as a rule of thumb there are approximately 2.7 edges per polygon. Also, the term

* "visible edges or polygons" describes those details presented on the display screen

after back-face cull, clipping and other image generation functions have been

performed. Many systems also feature light points, which are essentially isolated

vertices. Though all systems can model and display circular, spherical, or

ellipsoidal features, most systems model these features with polygons, whereas GE

has special hardware to display these features.

Transport Delay - Transport delay is defined as the time occuring between

receipt of new image transform data (i.e. platform position and attitude change) by

the CIG and the end of the first display field representing these data. The figures

given here should be interpreted with some caution where overload management schemes
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are employed. Some systems (e.g. CT-5,) gradually degrade image update rate, using

a "rubber clock", depending on CIG overload conditions. Under such circumstances,

transport delay can be extended an entire display frame or more.

Independent Moving Models - It is often useful to simulate motion in a scene

* independent of that created by eye motion. Examples are moving targets, refueling

* probes, or target control surfaces. Such independent motion of scene sub-elements

can be achieved either by execution of preprogrammned animation sequences, or by

truly random updating of dynamic coordinate systems, independent of the eyepoint.

Most CIG systems have the capability for both kinds of motion, but only the latter

is considered truly "independent". Thus, the entries in Figure 3-10 indicate which

* systems possess the capability for displaying dynamic update of objects having

* independent reference frames. Most systems described are limited to 8 or fewer such

effects, however the Trillim system and the ATS Computrol possess the theoretical

capability to independently update each and every element of a scene.

Some CIG's (e.g. VITAL) permit chained motion of large numbers of objects such

* as light strings, or columns of vehicles. These count as only one moving model per

group because each member of the group is constrained to move in the same manner as

the rest of the group's elements.

Texture - The term "texture", is employed here to describe two-dimensional

modulation of scene polygons. Textural modulation greatly increases overall scene

density, and is valuable for scenes requiring high scene content, such as those used

* to simulate low altitude air-craft maneuvering. Early examples of texture (first

developed by GE) were gingham tweed cross-hatch patterns. Typically texture

modulates only the grey-level of a given polygon, so that no new colors are

introduced. Recent examples of texture portray much more random and natural
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appearing scene details, such as might be produced by small hills, or wave and cloud

patterns. Also, within the last year, texturing capabilities have been introduced

into the calligraphic image generators (SP-3T, VITAL VII). These texture patterns

may modulate in one or two directions, and usually have a periodicity suitable for

wave and cloud patterns.

Texture generation in its present form does not involve edge or polygon

computation, and thus is added to existing system edge or polygon capability. True

3-D texturing (i.e., vertically developed scene content) still requires use of

* conventional edges/polygons. Some systems (e.g. CT-5) claim 3-D "Texture"

* capability (i.e., randomly scattered 3-D objects) but this capability uses up basic

* polygon capacity, and thus does not qualify as "texture" as defined here.

Display Format - CIG systems are displayed either by raster systems having line

rates ranging from 525 to 1023 lines, or calligraphic displays that achieve raster-

* like images. A wide variety of raster formats are possible. Most systems utilize

* 2:1 interlace with a 30 Hz field rate and a 60 Hz frame rate, while others employ a

* European Standard 625 line 50 Hz field rate.

Number of Channels - This metric describes the number of unique viewports (e.g.

pyramids of view) provided with a particular CIG for a given eyepoint. Duplicate

channels are not counted as unique channels. Numbers of channels shown in the table

sometimes describe a range because of the modularity of many systems (i.e., channels

can be added to the basic CIG hardware).

Full Color - All CIG systems inherently have at least monochrome image

* capability (i.e., use of only one of several possible color channels) and most have

full color capability based upon the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) primary
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colors. The exceptions are the dusk/night calligraphic CIG's (SP-3, IMAGE II, VITAL

IV) which drive beam penetration CRT displays having only red and green phosphors

capable only of rendering red, yellow, green, and orange.

Anti-Aliasing - Anti-aliasing refers to real time image processing functions

such as over sampling and post filtering that act to smooth discretely sampled

edges, and to reduce objectionable raster artifacts such as stairstepping and edge-

crawl. Although many systems claim to have anti-aliasing, some schemes are much

more effective than others. Typically, the raster-CIG systems employ more

sophisticated anti-aliasing approaches than the calligraphic systems, with better

results for random scene orientation.

Smooth Shading - Smoothing surface shading refers to special color/intensity

*' interpolation functions applied to make objects composed of plane facets, such as a

fuselage, appear to be rounded.

Atmospheric Effects - Many CIG systems simulate time of day, sun angle, visible

range, scud, clouds, cloud top, cloud ceiling, lightening, fog, horizon glow and

other atmospheric effects. Typically, when such effects are offered the full

compliment described above are provided. Some of the newer, relatively low cost

systems such as Poly 2000, inherently may have the capability for some or all of the

effects, but as of this writing have not been implemented.

Modeling Utilities - Modeling of data bases represents a large portion of total

system cost. Therefore, Figure 3-10 indicates which systems currently have well

developed graphics authoring systems. Some of the newer systems, have authoring

* utilities in development, as indicated.
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Data Base Types -CIG hardware that produces full color visual scenes also

inherently can produce scenes for low light level TV (LLLTV) and FLIR imagery.

Figure 3-10 indicates which of the CIG systems have actually developed sensor

* simulations. Caution should be exercised in interpreting the table, however,

because the quality of the sensor simulations may vary significantly. For example,

early FUR simulations simply altered data-base color files and added noise in the

video output, whereas some of the newer simulations actually model emissivity, sun-

effects, wavelength dependent atmospheric effects, and sensor characteristics.

DMA Transformation Software - For most CIG systems, data bases are manually

created to represent either generic gaming areas, or specific cultural features such

* as airports, navigationally significant highways, and buildings. Currently only two

* vendors, Singer-Link and GE, offer automated or semi-automated capabilities for

converting DMA terrain and planimetric data into CIG data bases. However, Evans and

Sutherland is developing such capability for the AV8B program, and should offer DMA

conversion within the next two years.

It must be stressed, that all current DMA conversion schemes are subject to

certain drawbacks. Among them are:

a) The quality and consistency of existing DMA terrain and cultural files is

not uniformly suitable for automated data base creation CIG applications.

For instance, planimetric cultural data may not correlate with terrain

data for the same geographical region so that a human modeler must

intervene (at great expense) to reconcile contradictions.
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b) The content of DMA data bases may not, when converted to CIG format, be

tailored to the overload management constraints of the CIG system. Thus,

manual interventions again may be required.

c) The highest resolution of DMA data (100 ft.) is not sufficient for low-

altitude scenes, such as those required for nap-of-the Earth helicopter

flight simulation, or for ground targeting tasks. Thus, again, manual

modeling would be required.

d) DMA cultural and terrain data do not exist for all desired gaming areas,

and will not exist for several years.

In summnary, the beginnings of useful, automated DMA data conversion schemes

have emerged, but further development and refinement of DMA data bases is needed

before a significant cost-reduction can be realized by automated conversion systems.

One of the striking features of Figure 3-10 is that the performance versus cost

of some of the newer systems, such as Trillium, are markedly improved over the older

* Singer, GE, or E&S systems.

3.2 Cost of Building Correlated Simulation Data Bases Using DMA Data Bases

We anticipated showing some of the results of our data base cost analysis in

* Figure 3-10 under the heading "cost per 1,000 sq n mi." This assumes a linear cost

* model

C(A) - b A

- Cost Of Data Base For Gaming Area Of Size A

A - Size of Gaming Area (sq n mi)

b - Data Base Cost per sq n mi
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over the AF range of interest for A which is from 10,000 to 250,00 sq n mi. If this

simple cost model was accurate then we had planned to present the data we gathered

in the format of Figure 3-11.

After contacting specific data base vendors we realized that the above cost

model is an oversimplification of the current status of data base creation. Both GE

and Singer have the longest history of building data bases, U&S has a data base

creation program under development, and Falcon Research is the only company which

can build data bases targeted for different hardware. Falcon does not itself build

real time simulation hardware.

The general response we received is that there is no generic cost model, and

that the cost of building data bases is very dependent on specific contract

requirements. Singer mentioned that they have delivered to the AF an Electro-Optics

and Visual (EVS) transformation program and a radar transformation program developed

under a B-52 simulation contract. The AF can then have DMA create correlated visual

and sensor data bases for the Singer simulation hardware without incurring any

additional contractor expense. Singer added that if data base enhancements were

required, such as buildings at an airport or a new Russian tank, then these

enhancements would involve extra costs. These extra costs would depend on whether

the enhancements can be taken from existing Singer data base libraries, or whether

they must be directly modeled from photos or engineering drawings.

3.3 Radar Simulation Systems

In Figure 3-12 we show the results of our radar simulation system survey. No

real time SAR simulation system was available for inclusion in our results, though

development work is currently underway. Currently, digital radar simulations are
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FIGURE 3-12. RADAR SIMULATION SYSTEMS

SINGER-LINK
CHARACTERISTICS GE DRLMS DRLMS SOGITEC

- DATA BASE TYPE BILINEAR
POLYGON INTERPOLATION POLYGON

DMA TRANSFORMATION SOFTWARE YES YES NO

MAX. GAMING AREA (MILLION SQ N MI) 1.5 1.5 0.46

RESOLUTION (FT) 35-250 30-250 450

*" MODES:
ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) YES YES
GROUND MAPPING (GM) YES YES YES
TERRAIN FOLLOWING (TF) YES YES
TERRAIN AVOIDANCE (TA) YES YES YES
GROUND MOVING TARGET (GMT) YES YES
OBJECT AVOIDANCE (OA) YES
DOPPLER BEAM SHARPENING (DBS) YES YES
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR) NO NO NO

* SPECIAL EFFECTS:
GLITTER OR GLINT YES YES
FAR SHORE BRIGHTENING YES YES YES
CARDINAL EFFECTS YES
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS YES YES
EARTH CURVATURE YES YES
RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER EFFECTS YES YES
ANTENNA EFFECTS YES YES
SHADOWS YES YES YES

CORRELATION WITH VISUAL DATA BASE YES YES YES

COST OF HARDWARE ($M) 3-6 3-6 1.5

INFORMATION GATHERED BY:
VISIT YES YES NO
PHONE YES YES NO
DATA SHEET YES YES YES

4
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performed by entirely different hardware systems than are used for visual/EO sensor

simulation, because image generation algorithms for radar must produce a plan view

perspective image with shadowing, rather than conventional perspective renditions.

Digital Radar Landmass Simulators (DRLMS) store large data bases in a grid format

corresponding to DMA terrain elevation files, and also planimetric data describing

radar reflections of cultural/landscape features.

Radar images are generated by a sequential process in which (1) data base

*' regions are selected appropriate for platform location, radar range setting, radar

field of view, and radar pointing angle; (2) the intersection of discrete azimuth

sweep lines with the terrain is calculated at the range resolution of the radar; (3)

radar reflectivity for given range/azimuth points is computed based upon

reflectivity codes established for given data base locations and the basic equation

of the radar; (4) the computed signal is further processed according to antenna,

receiver/transmitter, atmospheric, and EW effects; and (5) a grey level video scene

is scan converted for display via conventional cockpit displays.

Below, fundamental performance parameters for each of the three DRLMS systems

(GE, Singer, Sogitec) are described.

Data Base Type - Two basic techniques are employed for reading out terrain

elevation information stored in a grid. One approach approximates terrain contours

with three-dimentional polygonal triangular facet approximations. Such data bases

are similar to visual polygon models employed by most CIG's. The other approach

interpolates between each grid elevation point to establish a bilinear terrain

surface fit. This approach grew out of previously developed polynominal terrain

approximations.
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Each main approach has strengths and weaknesses. The polygon approach need not

represent successive elevation data points where there is little change in

elevation. Thus, data compression can be achieved to portray terrain details only

where they exhibit significant variation (i.e., hills/valleys vs. flat planes). The

polygon approach, however often sacrifices potentially useful gradual transitions

between sampled grid points and may not provide accuracy at each elevation "post" in

the terrain file. The bilinear interpolation scheme faithfully reproduces the

height of each terrain "post" in the elevation file, but accomplishes this in a

brute force manner that does not systematically read out data only where significant

changes are occuring.

GE and Sogitec utilize polygon approaches, while the Singer DRLMS employs

bilinear interpolation for terrain readout.

DMA Transformation Software - As discussed earlier for visual CIG's, automated

transformation algorithms have been developed to convert DMA terrain and cultural

data into a format suitable for synthe',ic image generation. Such schemes have been

implemented also for the Singer and GE DRLMS systems. Sogitec, which currently

employs the same basic data base for both visual and radar simulations (except for

reflectivity codes), produces radar data bases manually.

Maximum Gaming Area - DRLMS systems are limited in the gaming area that may be

simulated by mass storage capability and absence of contiguous terrain and cultural

* data for many geographical regions. All DRIMS systems offer memory management

techniques in which data is retrieved from disk as new geographic regions are

encountered (or are predicted to be encountered). Ultimately, assuming data bases

existed for the entire Earth, gaming area sizes would only be limited by disk
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• .storage capabilities. However, as discussed earlier, availability of useful DMA

data for continguous regions is currently quite limited.

Resolution - Resolution achievable in a DRLMS simulation is a function of data

base granularity, radar resolution, and DRLMS throughput. The Singer and GE systems

have achieved as low as 30-35 ft resolution, whereas Sogitec typically achieves

approximately 450 ft resolution.

Modes Ground Mapping Radars often feature a wide variety of operational modes

"" including conventional Ground Mapping (GM), Ground Moving Target (GMT) indication,

*" and Terrain Avoidance (TA). Other special purpose radars develop Terrain Following

(TF) and Object Avoidance (OA) information (as in the case of wires/telephone

poles), and/or Doppler Beam Sharpened (DBS) images. Also all ground mapping radars

are subject to Electronic Warfare (EW) chaff influences.

The GE and Singer DRLMS systems are capable of simulating all of the modes

described above, although the Doppler Beam Sharpening (DBS) modes are relatively

rudimentary. Electronic Warfare (EW), Electronic Countermeasure (ECM), and

*i Electronic Counter-Countermeasure (ECCM) simulations are also possible. Sogitec

currently provides only conventional ground mapping and terrain avoidance

simulations. None of the real time DRLMS systems currently simulate Synthetic

' Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery.

Radar Special Effects - Ground map radar imagery contains a wide variety of

effects that are not found in visual scenes, such as the following list.

a. Glitter (Glint) -Specular returns from small objects with high radar

reflectivity.
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b. Far-Shore-Brightening - The tendency of terrain on the downrange side of a

body of water to have higher signal strength due to multiple reflections

and corner cube effects.

c. Cardinal effects - Special radar signatures produced by illumination of

regular periodic structures such as city blocks.

d. Earth-Curvature - Due to diffraction, radar images cover a longer range

than is available by visual line of sight.

e. Shadowing - Ground mapping radar images contain shadows that depend upon

the orientation of the emitter to the terrian, and upon platform altitude.

f. Atmospheric effects - Depending upon radar wavelength, presence of rain,

snow, and atmospheric aeorosals may significantly alter images.

Correlation With Visual Data Bases - An important part of training radar use,

or simulating multi-sensor operation, is correlation of radar and visual/EO scenes.

Such correlation requires either that common visual and radar data bases be

employed, or that different data bases be geographically consistant and may be

registered with respect to each other in real time. All DRLMS claim capability for

correlation with visual/EO scenes. However, it should be noted that the density of

radar scenes typically is much greater than visual scenes. This is due to lower

update requirements for radar images, so that many features present in a radar image

would necessarily be lacking in the visual or EO sensory scene.
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4. Conclusions and Recommnendations.

* We have successfully gathered information about the cost and performance of

real time visual and sensor simulation hardware that is compatible with digital DMA

*data bases. A major new piece of information in our report is the emergence of

several low cost CIG systems such as Trillium, GTI, and Sogitec. We are not

- satisfied with the performance data provided by the vendors, and have made detailed

7' recormmendations in this report on further performance analysis approaches.

Our efforts to gather generic data base building costs from vendors has been

unsuccessful. Companies like GE and Singer-Link are willing to bid the data base

building costs on specific detailed contracts, but do not yet have generic cost

models they can quote. We have determined that other companies like U&S are

* developing DMA transformation software, and non hardware companies like Falcon

Research are also entering the data base creation competition. As these data base

activities mature we feel the cost models will also mature and be available. The

major new piece of information in this area is the government's acquisition of

* specific vendor's transformation software. An agency like the AF can then request

that the DMA build a visual and/or sensor data base using a particular vendor's

transformation software while incurring no contractor cost. These data bases are

constrained to only run on the hardware which is the target of the transformation

software. Contractor costs will be incurred if data base enhancements are required.
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APPENDIX

Reconmmended Surveys for More Detailed Analysis

R A Data Base Characteristics and CostsB) Visual and Sensor Digital CIG Simulation Systems
(C) Terrain Model Board Simulation Systems
(D) Digital Frame Store, Video Disk, and Flying Spot Scanner Simulatk;,-, Systems
(E) Radar Simulation Systems
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- 8/83 Hughes Aircraft Co. Survey for AFWAL Under Contract No. F33615-82-C-1785

_ Lj Estimated Cost for building visual or sensor simulation data bases using DMA

data bases (DTED and DFAD)

Target
Data Base Vender Simulation System Vender

1. Company Name,
Address,
Person to Contact
Phone No.

2. Simulation Type (Visual, IR, Radar, LLLTV) -

3. Estimated Co-t
Estimated Time for CompletionEstimated Size in Megabytes (MB) ......

Data Base size (sq n mi) 80,0 150,000

4. Data base type (Digital/CIG, Model Board, Aerial Photography) -

5. Geometric or No. of
Graphics Primitives * Method of Modeling Data T ye Bits of
In Data Base Linear Nonlinear Integer Real Precision

Point
Curve
Surface (Patch)
Surface Normal
Edge
Vertex
Other -

*E.G. Linear - line segments, polygons; nonlinear - cubic spline or bicubic

spline.

6. Simulation Data Integer Real No. of Bits of Precision

Visual (Red, Green, Blue)
IR
Radar

7. Information density at highest resolution Level of Detail (LOD):

7.1 MB/sq n mi =

7.2 Polygons/sq n mt =

7.3 Other -

A-i



8. Level of Detail (increasing resolution) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percent of total primitives 7
(e.g. polygons) Used to model object

Average number of LOD's per object (or Model)_____________

* ~9. Average no. of edges per polygon__ __________________

* 10. Availability (Y,N) of the following data base statistics. N(E) is the no. of
edges (in 3D) of length L ft in a given category, and the highest resolution
LOD is used.

Category Statistics
Tota HiTs ogram Average Std. Dv.

Category Edges of N(E) vs. L of L of L

Full Data Base
Static Terrain Without Texture
Texture of Terrain
Static Objects on Terrain
Dynamic Objects

*11. Does your sensor simulation hardware and data base support the following three
levels of detail (YIN)?

Radar Modes
Simulation Levels of Detail FLIR *SAR

1. Simulate sensor video

2. Simulate the type of symbolic display produced
by a target screening algorithm

* .3. Simulate sensor video data for processing by
screening algorithm to produce symbolic
di splay

List the target screening algorithms that have been used to process your
sensor simulated video.

12. List available types of texture patterns-

Type: Tiling, Random Mosaics, Modulation Functions, Other
Surface or 3-D
No. of LOD's
Other

A-2
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13. List or describe geometric constraints used in buiding the data base

14. Coordinate system employed (e.g. geocentric, flat earth, ... )

15. Past experiences using DMA data to build simulation data bases

12 3

1. Date
2. Customer
3. Simulation Type:

Visual, IR, Radar
4. Data Base Type: CIG,

Model Board Photo
5. Cost ($10005
6. Used DMA (Y/N)?

Level
DTED
DFAD

7. Size (sq n mi)
8. (Lat., Long.) of Center
9. Size in MB

4A.3
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(B) Estimated Cost and Performance Parameters of Real Time Visual and Sensor
Simulation Systems

1. Company Name,
Address,
Person to Contact

-Phone No.

" 2. System Description (Using Digital Data Base)

Model Name Delivery Simulation
and Cost Lead Type (YN)
Number ($1000) Time (mo) Visual IR LLLTV SAR

Frame IScreen Refresh
CIG Technolo YN Transport Update hod

asteriCa igraphic Mixture Delay (ms) Rate (HZ) Rate (HZ)I(Fields, Interlaced)

I Single Channel Display
CIG Technology Resoution Shape Supported
(Continued) Max FOV (degrees) N x M Pixels Flat I Curved

3. Trajectory and Rate Limitations for 100 x 100 n sq mi Gaming Area.

Minimum Maximum Rate of Change In
Allowable ft/sec of Position deg/sec of attitude
Altitude (Z) (X,Y,X) (Roll=R Pitch=P. Yaw=Y)
of Flight (ft) 7X IdZ/ dRdt J dPfdt j dYfdt

4. Computer Graphics Algorithms and Data Structures

4.1 Computer Graphics Algorithm
Used by Your System Reference in Literature
1.

2.

* 3.
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4.2 Graphics Primitives Max. No. of Primitives
(e.g. point, curve, surface) Modeling *Displayable Hidden Along
Used by Your System Method Per Frame View Ray

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

*Excluding redundant edges shared by more than one polygon

Notes - Modeling method may be linear (e.g. line segment or polygon) or
nonlinear (e.g. cubic spline or bicubic spline). Max. No. of primitives
may need average vector length qualification in parentheses; e.g. 16,000
(5 cm).

4.3 Describe data structures used to cluster, reference, and manipulate
graphics primitives (e.g. object is cluster of primitives whose points are
referenced either relative to centroid or absolute world coordinate
systems).

4.4 Average No. of edges per polygon

4.5 Max. No. of instanced features per frame (if none, so indicate)

4.6 Max. No. of dynamic objects per frame

4.7 Shading or True Perspective Do Static Do Dynamic Objects Have
Reflection or Objects Have Moving With Proper
Models Used In Image Plane Shadows (Y,N) Shadows (YN) Shapes (Y,N

, 1.

2.

3.

4.

Is sun (source at infinity) illumination modeled ?
Is directional point (source not at infinity) illumination modeled (e.g.
hooded lights or dynamic flares) ?

A-5



4.8 Describe anti-aliasing features (oversampling, post filtering; level of
detail (LOD) blending, interlaced smoothing, ... ).

4.9 Does LOD blending affect intensity, color or both

4.10 Distortion Correction

Channel Fixed/ Max
For Analog/Digital Independent R.T. Updatable F.O.V.

Curved Screen
Lens Distortion

Describe method of correction

What effect does distortion correction have on:

Data Base
Processed Polygons/Edges
Load Management
Other

-*i 5. Does your sensor simulation hardware and data base support the following three
levels of detail (Y/N)?

"" Radar Modes

Simulation Levels of Detail 
FUR SAR

1. Simulate sensor video

2. Simulate the type of symbolic display produced
by a target screening algorith

3. Simulate sensor video data for processing by
screening algorithm to produce symbolic
display

List the target screening algorithms that have been used to process your
sensor simulated video.

1
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6. Real Time Data Base Description

6.1 Does your system store the whole data base in central memory__
or can it dynamically update its on-line data base from an off-line data
base on disk ?

6.2 Maximum size of on-line data base (MB)
Maximum size of off-line data base on disk (MB)
Maximum size of on-line data base updated every frame (KB) .
Is dynamic update transfer double buffered

6.3 No. of Bits for
Red I Green Blue IR LLLTV i SAR

In Data Base
in Display

6.4 Describe guidelines or constraints used in building the data base.

7. Load and Overload Management

7.1 Level of Detail (LOD) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
No. of Polygons Used to Model Ob ect
Range (ft) when LOD Is Used
Other LOD criteria (e.g. estimated

4, projected size)

4- Is LOD blending channel independent ?

7.2 Describe load management strategy to avoid overloads. Describe type and
in what priority applied (e.g.: 1. LOD range expansion; 2. Minimum
projected polygon size increase; 3. Frame update rate decrease)

7.3 Potential Cause
of Overload Strategy for Overload Management

1. Too many hidden surfaces
in FOV (e.g. no. of priority
levels)

2. Too many primitives in FOV

3. Too high a velocity or

rotation rate (e.g. dynamic
update, vector rotation, ... )

4.

A-7
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8. Texture

8.1 How many polygons can be textured per frame time
Can each polygon have its unique texture pattern (Y/N)
How many texture patterns are available
Are texture patterns guaranteed to match at polygon boundaries (Y/N)
Can moving objects have textured polygons (Y/N)
Can a polygon be both textured and shaded (Y/N)
Is texture computed in true perspective or in the image plane

8.2 Maximum complexity of texture patterns (e.g. No. of superimposed
modulation function gradients, maximum frequencies, ...)

8.3 Is there color shading capability in the system? (Y/N)

9. Multichannel System Configurations

9.1 Maximum limitations below should not be taken independently of each other,
but in the context of per frame (field) time cumulative limits.

Max. No. Max. No. Per Max. No. Per Max. No. Per
of Output Channel of Scan Line of Pixel of
Channels Polygons j Edges Polygons I Edges Polygons I Edges

9.2 Can one of output channels of visual simulation system drive IR, LLLTV, or
SAR displays?

9.3 Are targets on a separate channel , and are they
occulted

10. Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Time of day Day
Dusk
Night

Atmosphere and Weather Clouds - layered
- discrete

Haze, Fog, Smog
Falling Rain
Falling Snow
Rain Covered surfaces
Snow Covered Surfaces
Ice Covered Surfaces
Wind Effects on Sand and Dust
Wind Effects on Ocean and Lake

Specular Reflection Off Water
Metal

Semi-transparent Surfaces

Translucent Surfaces
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. 10. (Continued)

Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Weapon Fire Effects Trails
Hits and Explosions
Scoring

Collision Detection (indicate No. Objects/Frame)

Crash Detection

Landing Effects Blinking Lights
Ownship Landing Lights
Moving Beacons
Directional lights _

Moving Parts of Objects Wing Flaps
Rotor Blades "'
Turrets

Point Light Size

Altimiter

Laser Range Finding

Horizon Glow

Other

.A-

,%o
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(C) Estimated Cost and Performance Parameters of Real Time Visual and Sensor
Simulation Systems

" - 1. Company Name,
Address,
Person to Contact
Phone No.

2. System Description (Using Terrain Board)

Model Name Delivery Simulation
and Cost Lead Type (Y,N)
Number ($1000) Time (mo) visual IR I LLLTV SAR

Moving I (X,Y) Grid of Frame ( Single Channel Display
TV Laser of Photo Transport Rate (N x M Shape Supported

Probe Scanner Lights Diodes Delay (ms) (HZ) Pixels) Flat Curved

3. Trajectory and Rate Limitations for 100 x 100 n sq mi Gaming Area.

Minimum Maximum Rate of Change In
Allowable ft/sec of Position deg/sec of attitude
Altitude (Z) (X,Y,X) (Roll=R, Pitch=P, Yaw=Y)
of Flight (ft dX/dt dY/dt jdZ/dt dR/dt dP/dt I dY/dt

4. Max. No. of dynamic objects per frame

5. Does your sensor simulation hardware and data base support the following three
levels of detail (Y/N)?

Radar Modes

Simulation Levels of Detail FLIR SAR

1. Simulate sensor video

2. Simulate the type of symbolic display produced
by a target screening algorith

3. Simulate sensor video data for processing by
screening algorithm to produce symbolic
display

A-10
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List the target screening algorithms that have been used to process your
sensor simulated video.

6. Multichannel System Configurations

6.1 Maximum No. of output channels______________________

6.2 Can one of output channels of visual simulation system drive IR, LLLTV, or
SAR displays?_____________________________

6.3 Are targets on a separate channel _____________,and are they
occulted _____________________________

7. Environment and Special Effects YIN

Time of day _____________Day

Dusk ________________

Night ______________

Atmosphere and Weather _ _____Clouds________________

Haze, Fog, Smog_____ _______

Falling Rain________ _____

Falling Snow________ _____

Rain Covered Surfaces
Snow Covered Surfaces _________

Ice Covered Surfaces _________

Wind Effects on Sand and Dust_____
Wind Effects on Ocean and Lake_____

Specular Reflection Off ______Water

Metal _______________ __

Semi-transparent Surfaces________________________

Translucent Surfaces ____________________________

Weapon Fire Effects _ ______Trails _______________
Hits and Explosions
Scoring ____________________

Collision Detection __________________________

Landing Effects __________Blinking Lights____________
Moving Beacons ____________

Moving Parts of Objects ______Wing Flaps______________
Rotor Blades________ _____

Turrets __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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7. (Continued)

Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Altimiter

Laser Range Finding

Other

A-12
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(D) Estimated Cost and Performance Parameters of Real Time Visual and Sensor
Simulation Systems

1. Company Name,
Address,
Person to Contact
Phone No.

2. System Description (Using Image Data Base l

Model Name Delivery Simulation
and Cost Lead Type (N)Number ($1000) Time (mo) Visual I IR LLLTV SAR

F-ame Single Channel Display
Digital Flying Update Resolution
Frame Video Spot Transport Rate (N x M Shape Supported
Store Disk Scanner Delay (ms) (HZ) Pixels) Flat lCurved

3. Trajectory and Rate Limitations for 100 x 100 n sq mi Gaming Area.

Minimum Maximum Rate of Chanqe In
Allowable ft/sec of Position deg/sec of attitude
Altitude (Z) (X Y X) (Roll=R, Pitch=P. Yaw=Y)
SofFlight (ft) dXdt V t Z t R t P t t

4. Max. No. of dynamic objects per frame

5. Does your sensor simulation hardware and data base support the following three
levels of detail (Y/N)?

Radar Modes

Simulation Levels of Detail FLIR -SAR

1. Simulate sensor video

2. Simulate the type of symbolic display produced
by a target 3creening algorith

3. Simulate sensor video data for processing by
screening algorithm to produce symbolic
display
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i
List the target screening algorithms that have been used to process your
sensor simulated video.

4

6. Real Time Data Base Description

6.1 Does your system store the whole data base in central memory_ _
or can it dynamically update its on-line data base from an off-line data
base on disk ?

"% 6.2 Maximum size of on-line data base (MB)
Maximum size of off-line data base on disk (MB) .

6.3 No. of Bits for
Red DtGreen Blue IR I LLLTV T SAR,In Data Base

in Display I
6.4 Describe guidelines or constraints used in building the data base.

7. Multichannel System Configurations

. . 7.1 Maximum No. of output channels

7.2 Can one of output channels of visual simulation system drive IR, LLLTV, or
SAR displays?

7.3 Are targets on a separate channel and are they
occulted ?

8. Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Time of day Day.
Dusk
Night

Atmosphere and Weather Clouds
Haze, Fog, Smog
Falling Rain
Falling Snow
Rain Covered Surfaces
Snow Covered Surfaces
Ice Covered Surfaces
Wind Effects on Sand and Dust
Wind Effects on Ocean and Lake

Specular Reflection Off Water
Metal

Semi-transparent Surfaces

Translucent Surfaces

A-14
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8. (Continued)

Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Weapon Fire Effects Trails
Hits and Explosions
Scoring

Collision Detection i
Landing Effects Blinking Lights

Moving Beacons _

Moving Parts of Objects Wing Flaps__
Rotor Blades _

Turrets

Altimiter _

-.. Laser Range Finding

Other

A-15
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" E Estimated Cost and Performance Parameters of Real Time Visual and Sensor
Simulation Systems

1. Company Name,
Address,
Person to Contact
Phone No.

2. System Description (For Radar Simulation)

Model Name Delivery Type of Digitaland Cost LeadI or Analog Implementation

Number ($1000) Time (mo) Technology

Transport Delay (ms) Update Rate (Hz) Display Resolution (N x M Pixels)

3. Trajectory and Rate Limitations for 100 x 100 n sq mi Gaming Area.

Minimum Maximum Rate of Change In
Allowable ft/sec of Position deg/sec of attitude
Altitude (Z) (XYX) (Roll=R, Pitch=P, Yaw=Y)
of Flight ft) dt I dY/dt dZ/dt dR/dt t dY/dt

4. Max. No. of dynamic objects per frame , and
target occulting

5. Does your sensor simulation hardware and data base support the following three
levels of detail (Y/N)?

Radar Modes,
Simulation Levels of Detail FLIR SAR

1. Simulate sensor video

2. Simulate the type of symbolic display produced
by a target screening algorith

3. Simulate sensor video data for processing by
screening algorithm to produce symbolic
display

A-16
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List the target screening algorithms that have been used to process your
sensor simulated video.

6. Real Time Data Base Description

6.1 Does your system store the whole data base in central memory
or can it dynamically update its on-line data base from an off-line data
base on disk ?

6.2 Maximum size of on-line data base (MB)
Maximum size of off-line data base on disk (MB)

6.3 Radar Data Data Type No. of Bits of Precision in

Item Integer Real Data Base Display

6.4 Describe guidelines or constraints used in building the data base.

7. Display Modes Y/N

Range vs. Azimuth (PPI)
Altimeter
Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance (TF/TA)
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
Other -

8. Environment and Special Effects Y/N

Atmosphere and Weather Clouds
Haze, Fog, Smog
Falling Rain
Falling Snow
Rain Covered Surfaces
Snow Covered Surfaces
Ice Covered Surfaces
Wind Effects on Sand and Dust
Wind Effects on Ocean and Lake

Specular Reflection Off Water
Metal

Collision Detection

Moving Parts of Objects Wing Flaps
Rotor Blades
Turrets

Laser Range Finding

Jamming and Chaff

Sensivity Time Control-Range Attenuation

A-17
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* . 8. (Continued)

Environment and Special Effects YIN

Far Shore Brightening _________________________

Earth Curvature _____________________________

* ~Cardinal Effect______________________________

Aspect Effect

Malfunctions ________________________________

Other-
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